To the individual who believes that how you look, act, and feel should not be limited by age, ASEA is the world’s first and only stable and bioactive solution that slows aging at the cellular level through the power of Redox Signaling, allowing you to live younger longer.

The Science: How It Works
We live and die at the cellular level. Young, healthy cells make an abundance of special molecules that speed healing and enhance cell-to-cell communication. These molecules are called Redox Signaling molecules, and they are vital to keeping your body young and healthy. As we get older, our bodies’ ability to make these molecules decreases, resulting in what we call “aging.”

Normal aging steals your body’s natural, native healing elements. ASEA restores those native molecules, literally causing you to age slower at the cellular level.

What is ASEA?
ASEA is trillions of stable, 100% safe, perfectly balanced Redox Signaling molecules suspended in a pristine saline solution – precisely the same molecules that exist in the human body.

Your body knows how to rejuvenate itself. You don’t need a Fountain of Youth, you’ve got a Fountain of You. ASEA replenishes your body’s native Fountain-of-You molecules.

What is Redox Signaling?
Redox Signaling is a function that is central to all life on the planet. Redox Signaling molecules are created within every cell of the body, and are vital to the immune system and to cellular healing mechanisms. Redox Signaling molecules are so essential to life that without them, you would die within minutes.

A proper supply of Redox Signaling molecules enables cellular healing: damaged, dysfunctional cells fading away and healthy, vibrant cells taking over.

There are only two places in the entire world that you can find these perfectly balanced, youth-promoting Redox Signaling molecules: in living cells and in a bottle of ASEA.